
The Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan  

Abai Kazakh National Pedagogical University  

Institute of Philology and multilingual education   

Chair of Russian language and Literature  

 

Information letter 

 

DEAR COLLEGUES! 

 

Between the 24
th

 and 26
th

 of May, 2018 in Almaty, Abai KazNPU arranges the 

International Scientific-theoretical conference "Problems of poetics and prosody VIII", which 

dedicated to the 90
th

 anniversary of Abai KazNPU. 

 

The following sections will work:  

1. Philological science in Abai KazNPU: tradition and modern life 

2. Actual problems of poetics and modern literature  

3. Poetic text and traditions of prosody 

4. Dynamics of genres and modern process of literature 

5. Classic and post-classical models in an artistic prose 

6. Linguistic aspects in studying an artistic text 

7. Scientific-methodical problems of teaching philological disciplines at school and University 

 

Working languages are Russian, Kazakh and English. 

For the beginning of the conference will be published collection of materials.  

Applications for participation to the conference and texts of works are accepted until the 15
th

 

April, 2018 to the email address: poetika-kaznpu2018@yandex.ru 

 

The necessary documents which must be send for participation to the conference:  

1. Application for participation to the conference; in the filename – the number of section, 

surname of author and word «application», for example: 2Ivanov_application (the application 

form is attached). 

2. The scientific article has to be at the most 5 pages; in the filename - the number of section, 

surname of author and word «article», for example: 2Ivanov_article (requirements of designing 

the article is attached). 

3. Registration fee for publication, publishing and distribution of one collection of conference 

materials - 4000 тенге (700 рублей, $ 15, € 10). 

Registration fee can be made at:  

050100, Almaty city, Dostyk avenue 13, the main Academic building, 316 kab., to the assistant 

of the Chair of Russiam language and Literature Madina Moldagali (office phone 385-87-84; phone 

number 8 775 188 84 79).  

Registration fee by postal order: 

050057, Republic of Kazakhstan, Almaty city, Zharokova street, house number 126, flat 

number 59 to Aimagambetova Malika Muratovna (phone number 8 701 330 70 75).  

 

The Organizing Committee has the right to select materials for publication. 

ALL EXPENSES ARE FROM THE SENDING PARTY. 

 

The Organizing Committee  
 



Application form for participating  

to the International Scientific-theoretical conference  

"Problems of poetics and prosody VIII" (24-26 May, 2018) 
 

 

Name, Surname   

Scientific degree   

Status  

Place of the work  

Position  

The theme of the article  

The number and the title 

of the section 

 

Postal address  

Mail address  

Telephone number with 

the code of the city, 

mobile number 

 

Participation form 

(internal / external) 

 

Necessity  in booking 

rooms in the hotel 

 

 



Requirements of designing the article in the collection of materials of  

the International Scientific-theoretical conference  

"Problems of poetics and prosody VIII" (24-26 May, 2018) 
 

The first line – the initials and surname of the author (bold type) in brackets – country, city 

(bold italic) – align by right side.  

Second line – the theme of the article (capital letters, bold) – aligns by the center.  

The third line – the main text; justified alignment.  

The sources in order of their using in the text under the heading «References» wrote after 

the main text through indentation.  

The text has to be positioned across the width of the page with the consideration of the fields 

(left, right, top, and bottom – 2 cm), typed in text editor Word RTF, Times New Roman headset, font 

size 14, and line spacing-1.  

Paragraphs have to be the same throughout the text (1.25 cm), shouldn`t be repulsed by spaces, 

tabs or other special symbols, and will be exhibited only by using the standard paragraph format. 

Quotation marks, brackets, markers and other signs should be similar for all of the provided 

material. You must use quotation marks (paired – " "). The space between the words is allowed no 

more than 1 gap. In the text you should distinguish the dash ( – ) and hyphen (-) characters. 

Bibliographic references in the text are taken in square brackets. The numbers in brackets are 

separated by a comma, e.g.: [3, 21] (the first figure is the number of the source in the reference list, the 

second – the page number). The period placed in the sentence after the brackets, links. 

Using automatic footnotes isn`t allowed. 

 

 

An example of designing the article  

 

N. Surname  (Country,  city) 

THE THEME OF THE ARTICLE 

The main text 

 

References 

 
 

Articles that don`t follow by these requirements won`t be accepted for publication!  
 

 

 

 


